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â€¢ Book title: PARADISE IS FOR LADIES â€¢ Series title: HAPPY RAJ SAGA SERIES
â€¢ Volume: TWO Happiness Saga Series What is the best investment opportunity in the
world? After an exhaustive survey, enigmatic billionaire Professor Happiraja decides to invest
his billion-dollar legacy in a beautiful island, and baptizes it as the Happy Raj. His noble
objective is to increase the stock of happiness in the Planet Earth. The Happy Raj Saga is a
series of six novels about the happiness operations of Professor Happiraja. It has a common
theme: Happiness Through Meditation. The Saga, is a 350 000-word story, illuminated with
the philosophy of Lord Buddha The first novel in the Saga series, The Happy Raj was
selected to the First Place in a competition organized by the Government of Sri Lanka[
Department of Cultural Affairs] in 2010. Professor Happiraja builds the Happy Raj
Meditation Center to use as his launch pad and the Sotapatti Meditation Program as the
vehicle, to push his yogis to expedite their march towards Nirvana.. The Saga has a small
group of interesting characters. Their interactions are intricately carved and woven together
to make Happy Raj Saga, an unforgettable reading experience. The author with his
multi-faceted training and experiences in a spectrum of fields and services, is trying to focus
the attention of his readers to meditation, with the objective of moving them to higher echelons
of happiness. The Happy Raj Saga runs on two parallel rails: The emotion-packed drama of
the family of Weda Ralahamy, moves up, down, and sideways, motored by beauty queen
Nangi, and her sister Akki. It is packed with heart-melting pathos, nerve-wracking poignancy
created by iguanas, migratory birds, squirrels, and non-human forces such as ghosts and divine
beings. Even dreams play an important role. Mid-ocean boat accidents, mysterious deaths,
attempted suicides, the rape of an unconscious beauty queen, terrorist attacks, tsunami waves,
and tornados add more sugar, spices, and vinegar to the dishes. On the other rail runs the
spiritual bandwagon of Professor Happiraja and his group of holy men and women, where
philosophy-packed strategic operations such as Operation Nirvana, are formulated and
launched, to push the meditators towards supreme happiness levels in Nirvana. Professor
Happirajaâ€™s elevation to the Arya Marga contributes to act as an anabolic steroid to the
others meditating in the Happy Raj. â€¢ Book title: PARADISE IS FOR LADIES ONLY
Two nurses, Nangi and Akki, request Prof. Happiraja to start a section for women meditators
in the male bastion of the Happy Raj Meditation Center. Set in their family estate, the drama
moves in to the beautiful island of The Happy Raj where Nangiâ€™s brother is Marketing
Director, promoting the Sotapatti Meditation Program in the Happy Raj Meditation Center.
When pregnant Nangi visits the Happy Raj for her brotherâ€™s ordination on the day of the
inauguration of the Kingdom of Happiness, she gives birth to a son in a guesthouse in the
island. An elated Happiraja promises to look after all his expenses until he starts earning,
because he is the first child to be born in the island. On their suggestion, Happiraja creates the
Paradise, a ten-acre complex, especially for yoginis, in a beautiful environment. He plans, and
organizes a seminar for the women in the Paradise to coincide with the first anniversary of the
Kingdom of Happiness. Newly appointed Director Sumeda Silmaniyo arrives at the Paradise
with her group of silmathas from her Retreat to attend the anniversary seminar. After the
celebrations, while the yoginis were returning in the company of their old teacher, Sumeda
Silmaniyo, and Akki, their boat gets involved in a mid-sea accident making all of them sick.
Akkiâ€™s reputation as a nurse rises high when she manages the post-accident environment
by sending their chief Silmaniyo to a hospital. Akki attends to all the sick yogi
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Page 2. 6VHXEKO35SZK // Book # From Paradise to Nirvana: Happy Raj Five Two young
nurses, Nangi and her adopted sister Akki, are preparing a Happiraja to open their male
Bastian to women. He agrees It is the fi h novel in the Happy Raj Saga Series, with a common
theme and common characters. The entire.
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Book 2). ? Kindle Edition. FROM PARADISE TO NIRVANA: HAPPY.
#Elated #Happiraja #Promises #Happiraja PARADISE IS FOR LADIES: HAPPY RAJ TWO
(HAPPY RAJ SAGA SERIES Book 2). 0 replies 0 retweets 0 likes. Booktopia - Buy
Religious & Spiritual Fiction books online from Australia's leading online Elisabeth: Excerpts
from the Diary of a Mennonite Girl in the Gran Chaco - Peter The Dawn from on High: A
Jesus Story Volume II - Anne M Dudley From Paradise to Nirvana: Happy Raj Five - MR
Nihal S Dissanayake.
It can be tough to remember the title of a book you read a long time The first if the series came
out I believe, and the second around two young women traveling by ship from England to
India during the British Raj. but it isn 't happy (she might be kept in a tower) and they produce
a son who. Izgubljeni raj has ratings and reviews. Goodreads helps you keep track of books
you want to read. .. Paradise Lost was banned in the 18th Century so I decided to use it for that
category of the challenge. .. Books 1 and 2 read only .. Still, it took me almost two years to
finish the book, reading off and on. Crossing to Paradise has ratings and 92 reviews. It was a
very longggggg crusade though, but I was happy to find out that .. Gatty, the field girl from
Crossley-Holland's Arthur trilogy gets her own Of the two books set in the time of the
Crusades and shortlisted for the . At the Crossing Places (Arthur Trilogy, # 2).
But as the series returns, a new book about the Durrells tells the real story: stayed for five
years in this Mediterranean paradise until the onset of World War II . of the Raj, but in , only
months after her second child was born, she . He wrote more than 30 books, including the
bestseller My Family And. Margaret Dickinson, The Poppy Girls, Macmillan (saga of nurses
and doctors in WWI) stories of an English girl and a Indian Hindu girl in the British Raj) .. his
headstrong granddaughter's happiness; #5 in The Druid's Brooch Series) .. James Wilde, Dark
Age Book 2, Transworld (second in new Arthurian series, AD).
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